
LADIES D2 SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPING GUIDE 

 

S SINGLE 

D DOUBLE 

T TRIPLE 

H HOMERUN 

BB BASE ON BALLS (WALK) 

X RBI (One X or star for each run batted in: 1, 2, 3, or 4) Mark in box score as well 

as summary 

 RUNNER SCORED (completely blacken diamond) 

 OUTS   All outs should be circled 

1
st
 out of the Inning 

 

 2
nd

 out of the Inning 

 

3
rd
 out of the Inning 

 

Other symbols that can go into the circle: 

K Strike out swinging  

 Caught looking is Backwards K  

DP Double Play- Goes on the batter, 2
nd

 or 3
rd
 out would go on affected 

runner 

FC Fielder’s choice- Goes on batter, batter is marked to 1
st
 base and runner is 

ended. 

SAC   Sacrifice Fly 

 

/ MARK AT END OF INNING AFTER LAST BATTER TO INDICATE WHO LEADS 

OFF NEXT INNING 

1 

2 

 

3 

K 



| MARK AFTER AN INJURED PLAYERS LAST AT BAT.  Injury Sub’s name can either 

go on same line as injured player, or (better), draw horizontal line through rest of 

injured player’s innings and write Sub’s name at bottom of lineup and continue 

scoring from the inning in which the sub first hits. 

INDICATE PITCHER WITH A (P) 

INDICATE SUBS WITH A (S) 

SCORING BY INNINGS should be done in pencil 

NO ERRORS: We are giving batters 1
st
 base as a single, even if, in your opinion, a play 

should have been made.  If a batter advances past first base due to error or “throwing 

the ball around”, they would only be given credit for the single even if they end up on 

an advanced base. 

HIT: A hit is scored the moment the batter reaches first base safely; if she is 

put out while attempting to stretch her hit to a double, triple or home run on the same 

play, she still gets credit for a hit (receiving credit for the last base she reached 

safely on the play). 

FIFTH RUN:  Batter hits in the fifth run: if the fifth run is on first base then the batter gets 

a triple, if the fifth run is on second, then batter gets a double, if the fifth run is on third, 

the batter gets a single. 

SACRIFICE FLY:  A sacrifice fly is scored when, with fewer than 2 outs, the batter scores a 

runner with a fly ball or line drive that is caught. 

FIELDERS CHOICE:  A fielder's choice happens when the fielders get a runner on base out 

instead of the batter.  The scorebox should show the batter reaching first safely, and the 

progress halted of the runner who is put out. (Line ½ way between bases with a bar 

across).  Even if the runner is not forced, if she chooses to run and is thrown out, the 

batter is charged the FC. 

RBI: Batter gets an RBI if a runner scores on batter’s hit, if bases were loaded and the run 

scores when the batter walks, or on a fly ball out.  It is NOT an RBI if the batter grounds 

into a double play, while the run scores. 

PITCHER OF RECORD: Number of pitches or innings pitched doesn’t matter. 

Winning Pitcher: The person who is pitching when their team scores the go ahead 

run(s). 

Losing Pitcher: The person who is pitching when the opposing team scores the go 

ahead runs.  


